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The final consent order in In re Facebook, Inc. that we approve today advances the
privacy interests ofthe nearly one billion Facebook users around the world by requiring the
company to live up to its promises and submit to privacy audits. Notably, Facebook will be
subject to civil penalties of up to $16,000 for each violation of the order. We intend to monitor
closely Facebook's compliance with the order and will not hesitate to seek civil penalties for any
violations.
We write to address the arguments raised by our colleague, Commissioner Rosch, who
opposes final approval of the order. One of his objections relates to the extent to which the order
would reach the activities of third-party "apps" downloaded by consumers while using the
Facebook platform. The Order broadly prohibits Facebook from misrepresenting in any manner,
expressly or by implication, the extent to which it maintains the privacy or security of any
information it collects from or about consumers. For a company whose entire business model
rests on collecting, maintaining, and sharing people's information, this prohibition touches on
virtually every aspect of Facebook's operations. Further, the Order sets forth clear examples of
how this broad prohibition would apply in connection with apps, by prohibiting Facebook from
misrepresenting (1) the extent to which it makes its users' information accessible to apps;
or (2) the steps it takes to verify the privacy or security protections that apps provide.! A
statement from Facebook about an app's conduct may well amount to a promise that Facebook is
taking steps to assure the level of privacy or security that the app provides for consumers'
information. 2 These provisions make clear that Facebook will be liable for conduct by apps that
contradicts Facebook's promises about the privacy or security practices of these apps.
Commissioner Rosch also opposes the consent order because it includes a denial by
Facebook of the substantive allegations in the Commission's complainP Based on this denial,
Commissioner Rosch asserts that the Commission lacks the requisite "reason to believe" that
Facebook violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act and a basis to conclude that
the settlement is in "the interest ofthe public.,,4
We strongly disagree with Commissioner Rosch's view that if the Commission allows a
respondent to deny the complaint's substantive allegations, or use language that is tantamount to
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Agreement Containing Consent Order, § I.C-D.

Indeed, in light ofFacebook's representations to users about apps when offering them the ability to install and use
apps, the prohibition covers privacy disclosures by Facebook of the very sort that gave rise to Commissioner
Rosch's concern.
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3 The order states that Facebook "expressly denies the allegations set forth in the complaint, except for the
jurisdictional facts." Agreement Containing Consent Order, ~ 5.
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Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Rosch at 1 (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 45(b)).

a denial, there is no basis for the Commission to conclude that the respondent engaged in
unlawful conduct or that the consent is in the public interest. As Commissioner Rosch is aware,
an extensive investigation and detailed staff recommendation has given the Commission a
strong-not just a reasonable-basis to issue its complaint in this case and to conclude that both
the complaint and the resulting settlement are in the public interest. Here, as in all enforcement
cases, it is the evidentiary record developed by FTC staff during the course of its investigation,
not any ensuing settlement agreement, that forms the basis for action by the Commission. A
respondent's denial ofliability in a consent agreement does not diminish staffs extensive
investigation or the ability of the Commission to find a reasonable basis to finalize a settlement
or to enforce an order that results from settlement negotiations. Moreover, express denials of
liability are consistent with the Commission's current Rules ofPractice,5
We view the final consent order in this matter to be a major step forward for consumer
privacy and hereby approve it.
While we do not believe that a respondent's denial ofliability is reason to reject a
settlement that is in the public interest, we share Commissioner Rosch's desire to avoid any
possible public misimpression that the Commission obtains settlements when it lacks reason to
believe that the alleged conduct occurred. We commend Commissioner Rosch for focusing our
attention on the issue; going forward, express denials will be strongly disfavored. We also
appreciate Commissioner Rosch's suggestion that consent order language that the respondent
"neither admits nor denies" a complaint's allegations may very well be a more effective way to
ensure that there are no misimpressions about the Commission's process. Accordingly, we will
consider in the coming months whether a modification to the Commission Rules of Practice is
warranted.

5 Rule 2.32 of the FTC Rules of Practice, which governs administrative settlements, provides that "[t]he agreement
may state that the signing thereof is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by any party
that the law has been violated as alleged in the complaint." 16 C.F.R. § 2.32.
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